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from the cicatrix. Imagination, suggestion, are cap-
able of doing strange things. The late and esteemed
Dr. Carpenter claims much for the "dominant idea
and expectancy." Can they account for the fore-
going experiments?
Again, I either was instrumental in producing
the extraordinary effect—phenomenon if you twill—in
the case by mesmerising the subject, or it was brought
about by a much more extraordinary effort on my
part, i.e., I had mesmerised the committee and my
audience, self-deception and fraud being out of the
question. The common-sense view of the case is: I
had such control over the sensitive that I stopped the
flow of his blood, which, in ordinary circumstances,
would have taken place. The committee, being satis-
fied with the result, testified to the fact.
The third experiment was not a pleasant one,
but to the committee Was as convincing as were the
others. The committee desired me to produce two
results—the first without contact, and the next any
way I pleased. The directions were written on paper
that I should cause the subject to stand erect, slowly
raise his arms holding them out horizontal to his
shoulders, and then gradually open out his legs, as if
standing astride of something. I placed the subject
facing the audience, and standing several feet in
rear of hie, I made passes in the direction of the
position I wanted him to take up. Slowly, but
surely, the sensitive responded to my mental efforts
and mesmeric passes, and took up the position as
designed by the committee.
The next experiment was to produce a cataleptic
fit, which could not be distinguished in any of its
pathological features from a case such as a medical
man swould meet in the ordinary course of practice.
This was done by irregular phreno-manipulation and
suggestion. The spectacle produced by the subject is
not likely to be soon forgotten by either the com-
mittee or the audience. The man suddenly fell upon
the platform with the despairing shout peculiar to
that disease. The veins of the neck and head became

